PSG Management is providing the wonderful environment for teaching learning round the clock. PSG Principal is encouraging continuously for better teacher student interaction. Our HoD motives to learn and provide all the necessary resources to students. Senior Professors, Program Coordinators, Tutors and all other faculty colleagues in our ECE department are more helpful in preparing the class materials, laboratory experiments, demonstrations, hands-on-trainings, etc., PSG IR&D, PSG-STEP, TEQIP, PSG Danfoss CoE, Nordic Semiconductors, Automobile Department, PSG Community Radio, students, etc., has supported a lot for this achievement. Because of being with such
energetic students and faculty team in PSG, this year I am selected as one of the best teacher. Let me take this opportunity to thank each and every one in PSG. I ensure that this passion will grow continuously day by day for the well being of students, as well as for the welfare of the institution and society.